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Abstract

We investigated isolated sodium/chloride aqueous droplets at the microscopic level,

which comprise from about 5k to 1M water molecules and whose salt concentrations are

0.2m (brackish water) and 0.6m (sea water), by means of molecular dynamics simula-

tions based on an ab initio-based polarizable force field. The size of our largest droplets

is at the submicron particle marine aerosol scale. From our simulations, we investigated

ion spatial distributions, ion aggregates (size, composition, lifetime and distribution),

droplet surface potentials and the densities of the water vapor surrounding the droplets.

Regarding ions, they form a weak electrostatic double layer extending from the droplet

boundary to 2 nm within the droplet interior. Free Na+ and ion aggregates are more

repelled from the boundary than free Cl– . Most of the droplet properties depend on

the droplet radius R according to the standard formula A = A∞(1 − 2δ/R), where

A∞ is the bulk magnitude of the quantity A and δ is a length at most at the nm

scale. Regarding the water vapor densities they obey a Kelvin relation corresponding

to a surface tension whose Tolman length is negative and at the 1 nm scale. That

length is about one order of magnitude larger than for pure water droplets, however it

is weak enough to support the reliability of a standard Kelvin term (based on planar

interface surface tensions and water densities) and of the related Kölher equation to

model sub-micron salty aerosols.
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1 Introduction

Molecular scale phenomena at water/vapor interfaces are at the origin of strong modulation

of many chemical reactions as compared to bulk.1–3 They are key factors to understand a

large variety of important effects from enzyme catalysis4,5 to corrosion6 and they are thus of

fundamental importance in atmospheric science. Besides their role in pollution effects,7 their

role in atmospheric absorbing/scattering solar radiation as well as in cloud condensation8

and ice formation9 explain their importance to understand and model climate change.10

Oceans are the main contributors of water aerosols (termed as Sea Spray Aerosols, SSAs)

with radii that typically range from the 0.01 to the 10 µm scale.11–14 Fresh large SSAs (at

the micron scale and above) are composed of unaltered sea water (a brine of sodium/chloride

and magnesium sulfate salts that can also be enriched microorganisms15) whereas sub-micron

SSAs can be enriched by organic compounds (like fatty acids and sugars) compared to bulk

sea water. Size distributions of SSAs depend on their location on earth. The diameters of the

most abundant SSAs vary from 20 to 200 nm as reported by surface level measurements.16

In particular fine SSAs (at the 20 nm diameter scale) are reported to be the most abundant

in marine boundary layers of the Southern Pacific17 and North Atlantic18 oceans.

As bulk systems, experimental and theoretical investigations of SSA properties, like the

spatial distribution of their different components, double-layer formations, orientational and

inter species cooperative effects, are highly challenging and still poorly documented, as re-

cently reviewed by Björnehom and co-workers.19 Molecular dynamics, MD, numerical simu-

lations are now widely used to investigate the microscopic properties of any kind of molecular

systems. With the ongoing increase of the available computational resources, MD simula-

tions of relatively large bulk molecular systems are now routinely performed, in particular

to investigate microscopic phenomena at liquid water (planar) interfaces, see among others

Refs. [ 20–29].

The main difficulty that MD simulations face concerns the accuracy of the potential en-

ergy terms (the force field for classical MD) that are used to model microscopic forces. The
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parameters of most of the available force fields, in particular those used to simulate salty

aqueous systems, are adjusted to reproduce experimental data, like osmotic pressures.30,31

Besides the force-field sophistication (like accounting explicitly for microscopic polarization),

the latter strategy to build force fields gives rise questions about their transferability, i.e.

their ability to accurately describe molecular systems in physical states that were not con-

sidered to adjust them. To tackle these difficulties, new classes of force fields, termed ab

initio-based force fields and whose parameters are adjusted only by considering ab initio

quantum chemistry data regarding small molecular systems,32 are inferred to be potentially

more accurate and to allow investigations of molecular systems for which no experimental

data are available.

As all the studies mentioned above, most of the available MD simulations of salty aqueous

solution/gas phase boundaries regard planar interfaces simulated using periodic boundary

conditions. The size of the simulation boxes are overall small: they typically comprise from

2000 to 10 000 water molecules and ions. Nevertheless they are shown to provide reliable

data regarding the properties of planar interfaces and thus, as usually inferred, of spherical

interfaces corresponding to large enough finite size molecular systems, at the 106 molecules

scale and above.33 Assuming the water density within SSAs to match the liquid water one

(33.3 molecules nm−3 at ambient conditions), the radius of a SSA comprising 106 molecules

is about 20 nm. From the size distributions of SSAs mentioned above, simulations of planar

interfaces are thus well suited to investigate the properties of a sizable part of the SSAs

but not of the finest ones that are far from being negligible and that may even be the most

abundant at ocean surface levels.

Moreover there are still controversies about the reliability of all the laws related to the

Gibbs classical thermodynamic framework of interfaces (i.e. interfaces that correspond to

large surfaces separated by thin boundary layers) to model sub-micron SSAs, as recently

discussed in Refs.34–37 (see also the references cited therein). Among these laws, we may

cite the Tolman relation to compute the surface tension of spherical finite droplets,38 a key
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parameter of the Köhler equation to quantify the ability of a SSA to evolve towards a cloud

condensation nucleus.16,39

Regarding liquid-like finite size systems and besides Functional Density approaches,40,41

only one component homogenous systems, like pure aqueous small droplets42–44 (up to the

104 molecules scale) and pure Lennard-Jones fluids45,46 (up to the 106 molecules scale), have

been investigated by means of microscopic simulations to address the above issue regarding

the reliability of the laws related to the Gibbs framework. Interestingly and in agreement

with recent experiments regarding n-propane,47 the latter simulation studies concluded to

the reliability of such laws, even to model water aggregates comprising only a few hundred

molecules.43

Our aim here is to discuss the ability of the following simple equation to model any

property A of quasi-spherical sub-micron SSAs whose radius is R :

A(R) ≈ A∞(1 −
2δA

R
) + O(

1
R2

), (1)

here A(R) and A∞ are the numerical quantities measuring the magnitude of the property

A for spherical and planar interfaces, respectively, and δA is a length. Note that, for large

enough radius R, we may readily rewrite the Tolman relation to match the above equation.

To this end we present MD simulations at ambient temperature of ideal fine SSAs (a brine

comprising only NaCl salt) whose molecular size varies from about 5.103 (5k) up to 106 (1M)

water molecules. The simulations were performed by means of the latest version of our ab

initio-based polarizable force field.48–51 We focus our discussions on properties like surface

potential, ion distribution and ion clustering. To assess the accuracy of our simulation

protocol, we systematically extrapolate bulk quantities from our salty SSA data and we

compare them to available experimental and simulation results regarding planar interfaces

of salty solutions. Lastly, we also discuss water densities in the vapor phase surrounding our

SSAs, which allows us to discuss the reliability of the Kelvin relation, a key component of

the Köhler equation, for salty droplets at the sub-micron scale.
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Because of the size of our largest droplets (at the 1M molecules scale) and to further assess

our simulation protocol, we not only consider systems corresponding to a salt concentration

of 0.6m (as sea water) but also of 0.2m. Besides to investigate properties of SSAs originating

from brackish waters, simulations of large 0.2m systems will provide new insights regarding

weakly concentrated NaCl solutions (like ion clustering) that are usually not investigated

using standard MD protocols that focused on molar and above salt solutions (see the studies

mentioned above). Note that 0.6m salty droplets correspond to fresh marine SSAs, whereas

aged SSAs evolve towards more concentrated salt systems in the atmosphere.14

Lastly, as discussed by Debiec et al.52 for instance, the Potential of Mean Force, PMF,

corresponding to an ion pair dissolved in neat water is an important parameter to assess

the reliability of force fields devoted to investigate salt hydration. We will thus also discuss

the PMF in bulk water of a single Na+/Cl– pair computed from our force fields at ambient

conditions by comparing its main features to the predictions of well-accepted theoretical

approaches.

2 Theoretical details

2.1 Modeling ion/water interactions

To model hydrated sodium/chloride salts, we consider our own all-atom polarizable force

fields based on a rigid water representation and for which the total potential energy U is

decomposed in five terms

U = U rep + U qq′

+ Upol + U coop + Usc. (2)
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The first two terms correspond to short-range repulsion and Coulombic interactions

U rep =
N
∑

i=1

N∗

∑

j>i

Aij exp (−Bijrij),

U qq′

=
N
∑

i=1

N∗

∑

j>i

qiqj

4πε0rij

.

Here rij is the distance between the pair of atoms (i,j), qi are the static charges located

on the atomic center i, and Aij and Bij are adjustable parameters. N is the total number of

atoms within the molecular system and the superscript ∗ indicates that the corresponding

sum does not account analytically for water intramolecular interactions. The polarization

term Upol is based on an induced dipole moment approach. The induced dipole moments

{pi}1≤i≤Nµ
, one per non-hydrogen atom/ion, obey

pi = αi ·



Eq
i +

N∗

µ
∑

j=1

Tij · pj



 . (3)

The static charge electric field Eq
i acting on a polarizable atom i is generated by the

above charges qi. αi is the isotropic polarizability of water and ions, and Tij is the dipolar

interaction tensor. Both Eq
i and Tij include short-range Thole-like damping functions.53

The set of Eqs. (3) is iteratively solved and the resulting polarization energy is

Upol =
1
2

Nµ
∑

i=1

p2
i

αi
−

Nµ
∑

i=1

pi · Eq
i −

1
2

Nµ
∑

i=1

N∗

µ
∑

j=1

piTijpj. (4)

To accurately model cooperative effects occurring in water hydrogen bond networks and

to account for particular electronic density reorganization effects between the water molecules

and halide anions, our force fields include a set of short-range cooperative energy terms

denoted U coop 48,54,55

U coop =
∑

D∗
ef(r)g({θ}). (5)

The sum runs on water/water and water/chloride hydrogen bonds, HBs, r is the HB length
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and f is a Gaussian function. {θ} is a set of angles allowing one to model the directionality

of HBs and the corresponding function g is a product of Gaussian functions of these angles.

The originality of our U coop term arises from D∗
e that is not a static parameter: its magnitude

is modulated by the chemical environment of the entities involved of a specific HB (precisely

by the local density of water molecules at the vicinity of those entities).48,54,55

Our force-field parameters to model the hydration of anions and cations are assigned to

reproduce quantum ab initio data regarding relatively small [X– , (H2O)
n
] clusters (n ≤ 6).

For that purpose we only consider quantum data from the MP2 level of theory extrapolated

to the Complete Basis Set, CBS, limit. Lastly, we further improve the reliability of our force

fields to accurately model large anion/water clusters (n > 6 and for which all the water

molecules lie in the anion first hydration shell) and alkali cation/water clusters presenting a

partial or complete second hydration shell by means of short range many-body functions Usc,

whose analytical form is close to the U coop 50,51 (see also the details provided as Supporting

Information). For the present purpose, we used the Usc functions (and their parameters)

allowing one to model the hydration of Na+ and Cl– from our earlier studies.50,51

Regarding the full series of halides (from F− to At−), we showed the ability of our

force fields to reproduce their structural (like anion/water first coordination shell), energetic

(hydration enthalpy and Gibbs free energy) and temporal (ion coefficient of diffusion) prop-

erties in neat water at ambient conditions.49–51 In particular our force fields do not yield over

polarization effect regarding halides54 contrary to the present version of the AMOEBA ap-

proach,56 another promising class of polarizable force fields. We have also shown the ability

of our force field to model structural and energetic properties regarding cations Li+, K+ and

NH+
4 and of its methylated forms.51,57 Regarding Na+, we provide new data regarding to

its hydration structural properties as computed from our droplet simulations in Supporting

Information. These data are in line with experiment.58
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2.2 The force field to model Na+/Cl– interactions

Inter ionic Na+/Cl– interactions are modeled by considering only the three energy terms U rep,

U qq′

, Upol detailed above. We assigned the repulsion ANa+,Cl− and BNa+,Cl− and polarization

damping parameters to best reproduce quantum MP2/CBS data corresponding to inter ionic

distances ranging from 0.2 to 0.7 nm, namely the ion pair interaction energies and the ion

pair total dipole moments. Here CBS data are extrapolated from quantum computations at

the MP2 level using the aug-cc-pVXZ (X=T,Q and 5) basis sets and performed using the

MOLPRO package of programs.59,60

We compare in Figure S3 of Supporting Information the interaction energies of the neutral

dimer [Na+, Cl– ] and of the hetero charged trimers [(Na+)2, Cl– ] and [Na+, (Cl– )2] from our

force field and quantum computations. A 0.5 % agreement is achieved. That represents an

absolute error weaker than 0.5 (dimer) and 1 (trimer) kcal mol−1 regardless of the ion distance

separation. Regarding the [Na+, Cl– ] dipole, a similar force-field/quantum agreement is also

achieved on average. Even if that does not prejudge of the force-field quality in modeling

larger [Na+, Cl– ] ionic clusters, the latter results support the overall accuracy of our modeling

approach.

2.3 Molecular Dynamics details

MD simulations are performed at 300 K in the NVT ensemble using the code POLARIS(MD).61

All the covalent O–H bonds and H–O–H angles are constrained to their force-field refer-

ence values by means of the iterative RATTLE procedure (the convergence criterion is set to

10−7 nm). Induced dipole moments are iteratively solved until the mean difference in these

dipoles between two successive iterations is less than 10−6 Debye. The Newtonian equations

of motion are solved using a multiple-time-steps algorithm.62 From preparatory runs, a rea-

sonable total energy drift is observed along MD trajectories using a time step of 2 fs for

intermolecular short-range interactions (corresponding to a cutoff distance of 0.8 nm) and a

time step of 6 fs to account for the remaining intermolecular long-range interactions (see Fig-
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ure S4 of Supporting Information). These time steps are systematically used for our study.

Lastly, the system temperature is monitored using the General Gaussian Thermostats.63

We compute the Coulombic and polarization energies using a Fast Multipole Method,

FMM, scheme devoted to induced dipole-based polarizable force fields.64 Here we set the

FMM opening angle and the multipole expansion order to 0.7 and 7, respectively. As our

FMM scheme does not conserve the system total angular momentum, we periodically rescale

it so that the kinetic temperature corresponding to the global system rotational degrees of

freedom is smaller than 1 K.

To model droplets in equilibrium with a vapor phase, we embedded them in a spherical

cavity whose radius Rcavity corresponds to half the largest inter atomic distance within the

simulation starting structures to which the distance d = 1.2 nm is added. The cavity center

is set to droplet Center Of Mass, COM. As a water molecule crosses the cavity boundaries it

undergoes the harmonic potential U cavity = kcavity(r−Rcavity)2 for r ≥ Rcavity (and U cavity ≡ 0

otherwise). r is the distance between COM and the water oxygen, and kcavity is set to 100 kcal

mol−1 Å−2. The starting structures correspond to water molecules and ions set on the nodes

of a cubic grid (the distance among the nodes is 0.35 nm). During the early simulation

stages, these structures evolve towards spherical droplets whose surface is located from 2

(5-10k) up to 5 (1M) nm from the cavity boundary.

We computed the Potential of Mean Force, PMF, using a standard Umbrella Sampling

approach of a single [Na+, Cl– ] pair dissolved a cubic box comprising 1000 water molecules

using periodic boundary conditions. Coulombic and polarization interactions are computed

according to a Smooth Particle Mesh Ewald scheme65 (the direct term energy cut off and

the grid dimension are set to 1.2 and 0.1, and the interpolation order is 8). The details of the

Umbrella Sampling approach may be found in our earlier studies (see Ref. 66 for instance).

The MD trajectories are sampled each 10 ps once an initial relaxation phase of 10 ns

is achieved. When not detailed, the error regarding the averages discussed below are com-

puted from a basic block analysis scheme. For 10k and 100k droplets, we compute averaged
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quantities over 10 ns MD segments and we assume the error to be the standard deviation

corresponding to those averages. For 1M droplets, we perform the analysis on 5 ns blocks.

2.4 The hydrated NaCl salts simulated

We simulated two sets of NaCl/water droplets corresponding to salt concentrations of 0.2

and 0.6m and comprising from about 5k to 1M water molecules at the 200 ns scale (5k-

10k), 100 ns scale (20k-100k) and 30 ns (1M). The largest 1M droplets comprise 4k and 10k

[Na+, Cl– ] pairs, respectively, see also a simulation snapshot of the 1M 0.6m water droplet

shown in Figure 1.

We also simulated smaller salty 0.2 and 0.6m droplets at the 1k and 2k water molecules

scale up to 500 ns. Our simulations show 5k droplets to be the smallest systems whose

structural properties are close to those of larger systems, whereas the properties of 1k/2k

0.2m droplets differ noticeably from larger ones and 1k/2k 0.6m droplets are unstable. We

will below briefly discuss the data corresponding to those 1k/2k systems.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 NaCl ion pairing in aqueous phase

We discuss here the [Na+, Cl– ] ion pairing in liquid water from the main features of the

PMF of a single dissolved [Na+, Cl– ] pair in a periodically replicated box comprising about

1000 water molecules. That PMF has been already intensively investigated in particular by

means of quantum Car-Parinello Molecular Dynamics, CPMD, approach,67 and by means

of polarizable force fields based on Drude oscillators and whose parameters were refined to

reproduce experimental osmotic pressure data.30

As for most ion pairs68 and as predicted by most of the simulations reported to date for

the [Na+, Cl– ] pair (see among others Refs. [ 69,70]), both the above simulation approaches

show that PMF to present a first minimum (termed Contact Ion Pair, CIP) at a short
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inter ionic distance Ri (about 0.27 nm), then a first maximum (denoted Transition State,

TS) at Ri ≈ 0.38 nm and a second minimum (Solvent Separated Ion Pair, SSIP) at Ri ≈

0.55 nm. By setting to zero these PMFs at an inter-ionic distance of 0.6 nm, CPMD predicts

the CIP and SSIP energy depths to be about -0.5 ± 0.4 kcal mol−1, whereas the most

accurate Drude-based force field predicts these depths to be 0.1 and -0.5 ± 0.1 kcal mol−1,

respectively. Lastly, the energy barrier height of TS is about +1.4 kcal mol−1 for both

approaches. However regarding CPMD results, a recent study shows the overall strong

sensitivity of that PMF to the available DFT functionals.71

In Figure 2 we plot the [Na+, Cl– ] PMF in liquid water computed from our polarizable

force-field approach. Its main features agree with the standard locations of the CIP, TS

and SSIP states. Moreover the depths of the CIP and SSIP minima (by shifting to zero the

PMF value at Ri = 0.6 nm) are in a reasonable agreement with their CPMD and Drude-

based counterparts: about -0.9 (CIP) and -0.2 (SSIP) kcal mol−1. The most noticeable

difference between our approach and earlier CPMD and Drude-based PMF data concerns

the TS energy height: our approach predicts it to be larger by 1.6 kcal mol−1 than the later

ones. In all our PMF agrees with those computed from CPMD and Drude-based force-field

simulations, even we if we may expect our force field to slightly more favor [Na+, Cl– ] ion

pairing in liquid water than the latter two approaches (because of the larger energy depth

that our force field predicts for CIP).

Our polarizable force field is built to reproduce high level ab initio MP2/CBS data

regarding small water and ion/water clusters in the gas phase. Hence together with the

CPMD scheme67 and Drude-based force fields30 refined to reproduce experimental data,

all these theoretical methods predict weak energy depths (at the kBT scale and weaker)

regarding the [Na+, Cl– ] CIP and SSIP minima in liquid water.
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3.2 Droplet interfaces and ion distributions

The water oxygen and ion mean density functions ρ(r) and ρi(r) (i = Na+, Cl– ) computed

at a distance r from the droplet COM are close regardless of the system size and the salt

concentration. We plot these functions for 100k droplets in Figure 3 whereas the 5k, 10k, 20k

and 1M functions are plotted in Figure S5 of Supporting Information. The water densities

ρ(r) exhibit the usual sigmoidal behavior

ρ(r) =
ρd + ρg

2
+

ρd − ρg

2
[tanh ((r − Rd)/ξ)] . (6)

Here, ρd and ρg are the mean water densities within the droplet core and the surrounding gas

phase. ξ is the thickness of the droplet/gas phase interface, respectively. Rd is the radius of

the equimolar dividing surface. To prevent the spurious effects arising from poor statistics

at the droplet center, we first adjusted the latter parameters to best reproduce ρ(r) data

within -1 to +1 nm from the ideal droplet radius computed from the mean density of neat

water at ambient conditions. Then we refine the ρd values by averaging ρ(r) within -2 to

-1 nm from Rd. The resulting parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Regardless of the droplet size and the salt concentration, the thickness ξ increases from

0.19 (5k) to 0.25 nm (1M) and the radius Rd varies from 3.2 (5k) to 19.2 nm (1M). The

radii of 1M droplets are in line with the lower-bound size of the most abundant sub-micron

SSAs.12,14 Below we measure the distances r from the radii Rd. Negative r values indicate

the depth into droplet interiors. All the water densities ρd at the droplet core are close to the

neat water one. They are linearly but weakly correlated to the droplet curvature according

to relation (1): the magnitude of the corresponding length δρ is about -0.02 (0.6m) and -0.1

(0.2m) nm. Curvature effects are thus responsible of stronger pressures within the droplet

cores as expected.44

The mean ionic densities ρi(r) differ at the vicinity of the droplet boundaries for our

two kinds of ions (see Fig. 3). Na+ are repelled from the droplet surface and they tend
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to slightly accumulate at a distance included between -1.5 and -0.5 nm from Rd. Cl– are

repelled in a lesser extent from the boundaries, however, their density is lower than within

droplet cores. The densities of the two ions are half those within the droplet cores at 0.3

(Cl– ) and 0.4 (Na+) nm before the droplet boundary (regardless of the droplet size and salt

concentration) in agreement with earlier experimental-based estimates (that range from 0.31

up to 0.39 nm).72

We quantify the difference in the ion behavior at the droplet boundary vicinity from

the difference ∆ρi(r) in the Na+ and Cl– densities ρi(r). From the plots of Figure 3, the

functions ∆ρi(r) all present the same profiles: two symmetric peaks at R− = −0.3 nm (peak

corresponding to the Cl– predominance domain) and at R+ = −0.9 nm (Na+ predominance

domain) from Rd. Within the droplet core and starting at R+, these functions converge

then slowly to zero (the convergence is not achieved before r = −1.9 nm from Rd). These

data show the existence of a weak electric double layer with a separation of about 0.6 nm,

and starting at 0.3 nm from the droplet surfaces. Regardless of the salt concentration,

the differences among the functions ρi(r) for a given ion kind are weak from 10k to 1M

droplets. Regarding 5k droplets, their functions ρi(r) overall agree with those of larger

systems. However in the particular case of the 0.6m 5k droplet, we note the function ρNa(r) to

be flatter compared to larger systems within the whole transition layer domain (see Figure S5

of Supporting Information).

∆ρi(r) functions lead us to define four main domains valid for all our droplets: the

droplet core, that extends from the droplet COM up to -1.9 nm from the droplet radius

Rd; a transition layer, extending from -1.9 to -0.6 nm from Rd in which Na+ are slightly

dominating; the droplet interface, extending from -0.6 to +0.5 nm from Rd in which Cl– are

dominating in its first half, and above, the gas-phase domain.

The behavior of our ions at the droplet boundary is in line with most of the available

data reported from polarizable MD simulations regarding [Na+, Cl– ] aqueous solutions at

a larger but still moderate concentration 1m,21,25,26 even if overall large differences in the
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Cl– behavior at the close vicinity of the droplet surface exist among these studies. For

instance, the ρi(r) density for Cl– can be lower within the full droplet interface domain

than within the bulk region25 like in our simulations, or to be marked by a noticeable peak

in that domain, peak whose height is larger than the Cl– core density.21,26 We also note a

good agreement between our results and earlier non-polarizable simulation data22,23,29 that

were shown to reproduce accurately photoelectron spectroscopy measurements regarding

[Na+, Cl– ] aqueous solutions within the salt concentration range 0.7 - 2.0m.23,29 Note also

most of the reported experiments, usually performed at higher salt concentrations (≥ 2m)

to conclude to a weaker repulsion of Cl– from the droplet boundary than Na+,73–75 even if

there are controversies regarding the magnitude of that differential behavior.19

Lastly, regarding 0.2m droplets at the 1k-2k molecular scale, they are stable along mul-

tiple independent simulations performed at the 500 ns scale. Their radii Rd are 1.9 and

2.4 nm, respectively, and the ion distributions at the droplet surface vicinity are in line with

those of larger systems. However there is a noticeable difference within the droplet core: Na+

cations are there more abundant than Cl– anions by 15% (see Figure S6 of Supporting Infor-

mation). Within those small salty droplets there are thus only two domains, the first close

to the interface in which Cl– dominates and a second interior domain where Na+dominates.

The ion density inhomogeneity within the droplet core is a source of potential instability

arising from instantaneous inter ionic repulsive Coulombic effects. To our opinion that ex-

plains why 1k-2k 0.6m droplets are unstable: they systematically and rapidly split (within

50 ns) in subsystems along all the multiple independent simulations that we performed.

3.3 Ion surface excess

Assuming the gas phase density ρi
g of a component i to be negligible compared to its droplet

core density ρi
d, the surface excess Γi of that component can be written as76

Γi =
Ni

4πR2
e

−
Reρ

i
d

3
. (7)
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Here, Ni is the total number of entities i. We set the radius Re to zero the water surface

excess. From the water ρd values summarized in Table 1, we get Re values that agree with

the Rd ones within ± 0.03 nm.

Regarding ions, their droplet core densities ρi
d are their mean densities within a spherical

shell Sd extending from Rd−3 to Rd−2 nm (see Table 1). Regardless of the salt concentration,

these densities are linearly correlated to the droplet curvature, i.e. they obey the standard

relation (1) (see Figure S8 of Supporting Information). The length δi
ρ is positive and at the

1 nm scale for both our ions. The ρi
d densities thus decrease as the droplet size increases.

We interpret that behavior as arising from the ion depleted domain at the close vicinity of

the droplet boundary and whose extension (rexc ≈ 0.3 nm) does not depend on the droplet

size. Our ions are thus mainly located within a spherical subdomain of our droplets whose

radius is Rd − rexc. That explains the "accessible" volume for our ions (corresponding to the

latter spherical subdomains) to be proportionally smaller for small droplets than for larger

ones. For instance, the ion "accessible" volume is about 40% smaller than the total droplet

volume (as defined from Rd) for 5k droplets, and only 5% smaller for 1M droplets.

In Table 1 we summarized the ion surface excess Γi computed from Equation (7) for

our droplets. The upper bound of the uncertainties corresponding to the densities ρi
d (as

computed from a basic block analysis where the domain Sd is decomposed in ten subdomains

of thickness 0.1 nm) amounts to 1%. We use that value together with the mean difference

value Re − Rd = 0.03 nm (that we assume to be the uncertainty on the droplet radius Re)

to estimate the uncertainties on Γi, which are relatively large, about 20 % of the Γi values

summarized in Table 1.

For 10 k to 1M droplets, the sum Γtot = ΓNa+ + ΓCl− is a linear increasing function of

R−1
e , see Figure 4, and their extrapolated bulk limit values are -0.104 ± 0.020 and -0.228

± 0.056 nm−2 for 0.2 and 0.6m systems, respectively. These bulk values are in a good

agreement (within the error bars) with recent experimental-based estimates,77 see Figure 4,

and a priori in a better agreement than values from non-polarizable force fields.78 Regarding
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5k droplets, the 0.2m Γtot value obeys the above linear relation, whereas the 0.6m value

does not align with larger system data. That suggests a dependence of Γtot on higher order

R−n
e terms for small salty droplets corresponding to molar and larger salt concentrations.

However for typical sub-micron SSAs, the standard relation (1) is valid for the quantity Γtot.

3.4 Salt clusters

At a time t0, we define a salt cluster as a set of Na+ and Cl– ions that are all located at

distance shorter than dcluster from at least one another cluster ion. That cluster is considered

as surviving until one of its ions leaves it (i.e. it is not anymore located at a distance smaller

than dcluster from any other cluster ions) or until new ions are added to it.

We set the value of dcluster from the inter-ionic radial distribution functions gii(Rii) com-

puted along our simulations. The three kinds of functions, corresponding to [Na+, Cl– ] ,

[Na+, Na+] and [Cl– , Cl– ] pairs, are shown in Figure 5. These functions agree with those

computed from earlier polarizable and non-polarizable MD simulations of aqueous solutions

at moderate [Na+, Cl– ] concentrations, see among others Refs. [ 31,79–81]. In particular,

our functions gNaCl all present a first sharp peak located at 0.27 nm and which extends up to

0.32 nm, a distance at which the functions gNaNa and gClCl start to be non-zero. We thus set

dcluster to 0.32 nm. Our cluster definition meets that proposed by Hassan82,83 and Rick and

co-workers31 to analyze [Na+, Cl– ] aqueous solutions. As the first peak of gNaCl corresponds

to [Na+, Cl– ] CIP pairs, this cluster definition allows to identify clusters in which ions are

at contact rather than largely incorporating water (with ions in SSIP states, for instance).

Note, however, SSIP clusters (and assemblies of clusters) are inferred to represent also a siz-

able proportion of the ionic assemblies that can be observed in [Na+, Cl– ] aqueous solutions

even at low concentrations.79,84–87

Regarding 10k-1M systems, our clustering analysis shows a noticeable presence of asso-

ciated [Na+, Cl– ] pairs within our droplets as well as of larger clusters comprising up to

k = 5 ions (0.2m-10k droplet) and even 10 ones (0.6m droplets). However the probability
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of observing large clusters is weak as shown by the cluster size distributions computed from

our simulations, see Figure 6(a). These functions are computed by considering as a single

event a cluster from its apparition to its ’disappearance’ according to the above cluster def-

inition rules. These functions are all fast decaying exponential functions of the cluster size

and a 10-sized cluster is identified only once along the full 30 ns simulation of the 0.6m-1M

droplet. Lastly, 3-sized clusters are relatively abundant as they represent about 10 % of the

[Na+, Cl– ] pairs identified.

In Figure 6(b) we plot the percentage ni
free of free Na+ and Cl– ions, i.e. ions not included

in a cluster within the full 10k-1M droplets, as a function of their curvature R−1
d . ni

free

increases linearly as R−1
d decreases for both ions, even if that quantity is almost converged

for 0.2m droplets as soon as 10k (within the error bars). Regarding 0.6m droplets, ni
free(10k)

data are still far from being converged compared to 1M ones. Another striking difference

between 0.2m and 0.6m droplets is the dissymmetric behavior between Na+ and Cl– : in

0.6m droplets, the amount of free Na+ is larger than free Cl– , by 4 (10k) to 7 (1M) %. Such

a dissymmetry also exists for 0.2m droplets but the difference in free Na+ and Cl– is less

accented (about 1%). To our opinion the dependence of the ni
free quantities to the droplet

radius Rd may be interpreted as for the ion densities ρi
d within the droplet bulk-like core

domains, i.e. that dependence arises from the ion exclusion shell at the close vicinity of the

droplet boundary, whose extension does not depend on the droplet size.

However the percentages of free ions within the droplet interface domains (where Cl– ions

dominate) are far to meet the percentages computed within the full droplet. In Table 2, we

summarized the mean quantities ni
free corresponding to the droplet bulk-like core, transition

layer and interface domains. These data show free Na+ to dominate over free Cl– within the

droplet core, contrary to what is observed at the vicinity of the droplet boundary where free

Cl– are more abundant than Na+ by about 5%, regardless of the salt concentration and the

droplet size.

In Figure 6(d) we plot the mean number of Na+ per cluster as a function of the cluster
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size for 0.6m droplets. The compositions of clusters comprising more than 2 ions are dis-

symmetric: they contain noticeably more Cl– than Na+ even for even-sized clusters. That

is also observed for 0.2m droplets. However the relative abundance of Na+ wrt the cluster

size obeys two linear regimes: for large clusters (whose size k is ≥ 5), the proportion of

Na+ is reinforced compared to smaller clusters, even if large clusters still comprise more

Cl– . The weaker proportion of Na+ within clusters may be interpreted as arising from the

slightly larger stability of the symmetric linear trimer [NaCl2 – ] compared to [Na2Cl+], by

about 3 kcal mol−1 in the gas phase, as predicted by quantum MP2/CBS computations and

our force field, see Figure S3 of Supporting Information. The polarizability of Na+ is one

order of magnitude smaller than the Cl– one. The electric fields arising from the two lateral

ions on the central ones in both the linear trimers cancel out and that explains the relative

stability of the latter trimers.

Up to relatively large sizes (k=7-8), the clusters are usually planar on average. For k ≥ 5

the structure of the most abundant clusters correspond to a [Na+, Cl– ] symmetric hetero

tetramer to which a few more ions (preferentially Cl– ) are connected. Three-dimensional

structures are observed only in 9- and 10-sized clusters: one or two Cl– are then connected

to an almost cubic and symmetric salt octamer, see the cluster snapshots shown in Figure

7, for instance.

Our 0.6m fractions of free ions extrapolated to the bulk limit (i.e. R−1
d → 0) meet those

reported from polarizable MD simulations of [Na+, Cl– ] 1m aqueous solutions performed

by Rick and co-workers.31 The force-field parameters in the latter study were refined to

reproduce osmotic pressure experimental data. However contrary to our results, there is an

excess of Na+ within the salt clusters identified along the 1m simulations of Rick and co-

workers and that yields thus a slight predominance of Cl– among the free ions in the latter

simulations. The parameters of our force field are assigned from a different ab-initio-based

strategy. However both our data and the latter one clearly support noticeable association

phenomena of Na+ and Cl– ions in aqueous solutions from low to moderate concentrations
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≤ 1m, as also predicted by non-polarizable simulations, see below. However we may note the

opposite conclusion drawn from MD simulations performed by means of the sophisticated

reactive force field ReaxFF81 and which predict [Na+, Cl– ] to be already fully dissociated

at the 1m concentration.

We estimated the mean survival time tk
s of k-sized clusters from the probability survival

function pk
i (t0, t0 + nτ ∗) of a given cluster i of size k identified along a simulation. τ ∗ is

the time sampling interval of our MD trajectories (set to 10 ps) and the survival function

of a particular cluster is equal to one at all the times t0 + lτ ∗ (0 ≤ l ≤ n) if that cluster

is observed at all the n successive sampled simulation snapshots starting at t0, and zero

otherwise. From the survival functions of all the Mk clusters of size k identified along a

simulation, we compute the mean correlation function

Ck(lτ ∗) =

〈

1
Mk

Mk
∑

i=1

pk
i (t0, t0 + lτ ∗))

〉

t0

. (8)

We show these correlation functions to obey (see Figure S10 of Supporting Information):

Ck(t) = exp(−t/tk
s). (9)

Here, tk
s is the mean cluster survival time and its values for the most abundant clusters are

reported in Table 3. They range from 130 to 470 ± 15 ps and the larger ones correspond

mainly to the larger clusters, regardless of the salt concentration and the droplet size. The

order of magnitude of our values tk
s (and their closeness) matches that computed by Hassan

from non-polarizable MD simulations of [Na+, Cl– ] aqueous solutions (whose concentration

ranges from 0.1 to 3m).82 Interestingly, both the Hassan’s and our tk
s estimates also match

that computed for large clusters (k ≥ 6) in supersaturated [Na+, Cl– ] aqueous solutions

(c ≥ 14m) from non-polarizable MD simulations.88

Regarding the most abundant 2 and 3-sized clusters identified along our simulations, we

plot in Figure 8 their normalized radial distribution gk=2,3
cluster(r) as a function of the distance
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r of the cluster COM from the droplet boundary for 100k systems. The functions for 10k

and 1M systems are fully in line with the latter ones. For 0.6m droplets, both [Na+, Cl– ]

pairs and 3-sized clusters are repelled from the droplet surface as individual Na+, and that

behavior is more accented for 0.2m droplets. Salt clusters are thus mainly observed within

droplet bulk-like core domains. We also note a large diffusion of salt clusters across the

droplet core, transition layer and interface domains: up to 90% of the salt clusters originally

formed within the transition layer and interface domains vanish or incorporate new ions in

a different droplet domain.

Regarding the smallest 5k droplets, most of the results discussed above for larger systems

are still valid. However we note much weaker percentages of free ions in 5k droplets, percent-

ages that drop to 80 % (0.2m) and even 55-60 % (0.6m), regardless of the droplet domain

and ion type, see Table 2. We note even a stronger probability to observe large clusters (up

to 10 sized ones) within the 5k 0.6m droplet than within larger systems, see Figure 6(a). To

our opinion that arises from the proportionally weaker ion ’accessible’ volume in 5k droplets

compared to larger systems (see above), which favors ion clustering. Accounting also for

the ion surface excess data regarding the 0.6m 5k droplet, the ion behavior within droplets

appears to obey two regimes, the first, that we term as ’curvature linear’ regime, for droplets

whose molecular size is as small as 10k and a more complex regime for smaller droplets.

3.5 Surface potential

As our systems are all quasi spherical, we solve the Poisson’s equation to estimate the

electrostatic potential Φ at a distance r from the droplet COM according to

Φ(r) = −
1
ǫ0

∫ r

0

Cq(r) + Cp(r)
r2

dr. (10)

Cq(r) is the mean sum of the static charges included in a sphere of radius r and Cp(r)

is the mean density at distance r of the induced dipole projections in the radial direction.
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We discretely computed these functions from our simulation data with dr set to 0.01 nm.

The Φ(r) plots for 100k droplets are shown in Figure 9(a). The surface potential ∆Φ of our

systems is the difference in the Φ(r) values corresponding to r = Rd − 2 and Rd + 1 nm.

For 10k-1M salty droplets and as already reported for pure water systems,51 the surface

potentials ∆Φ of all our systems are linearly correlated to the droplet curvature R−1
d , see

Figure 9(b). The extrapolated planar interface values ∆Φ(∞) are almost equal : -221 (0.2m)

and -217 (0.6m) ± 3 mV. They are close to our ∆Φ estimate for neat water as using our

water model TCPE/2013: -227 mV.51 Note the δΦ length is larger for 0.6m droplets than

for the 0.2m ones, 0.32 and 0.51 ± 0.07 nm, respectively (for neat water δΦ = 0.14 nm51).

According to Equation (10) the surface potentials ∆Φ are the sum of the static charge and

induced dipole components ∆Φq and ∆Φp. For pure water systems, the latter components are

negative and their ratio is about 3:1.51 For our NaCl droplets, the ∆Φ values are dominated

by the induced dipole components ∆Φp, regardless of the salt concentration.

Regarding neat water and 1.1-2.1m NaCl aqueous solutions, Ishyama and Morita21 also

decomposed the surface potentials in their ∆Φq and ∆Φp components from MD data gen-

erated using an induced dipole-based polarizable force field whose parameters were assigned

to reproduce experimental data regarding neat water and electrolyte aqueous solutions at

ambient conditions. Contrary to our results, the latter authors showed the ratio of the ∆Φq

and ∆Φp components of their salty solutions to be about 3:1, i.e. the ∆Φq contributions

are thus dominating. However in line with our 0.6m data, the latter authors concluded the

surface potential ∆Φ of neat water and of their salty solutions to be equal (within 6 mV),

even if their ∆Φ values are about twice as large as our own.

Taking in mind the overall large variability of the theoretical values ∆Φ reported for

neat water from both polarizable and non-polarizable force fields (see among others the

values reported in Ref. 89), to our opinion the differences between our ∆Φ values and those

reported by Ishyama and Morita arise from the different strategies used to adjust the force-

field parameters. However both our force field and that of the latter authors predict the same
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trends for the change in the ∆Φ values from neat water to low/moderately concentrated salty

NaCl aqueous solutions, i.e. the presence of salt has a weak effect on the surface potential of

aqueous solutions. Experimentally, Jarvis and Scheiman90 reported differences in ∆Φ values

between NaCl aqueous solutions (whose concentrations c are < 1m) and neat water to be

about +1 mV whereas a recent experimental study of Allen and co-workers showed that

difference to be +120 mV for c = 1m.91 Both our estimates of ∆Φ and the earlier ones of

Ishyama and Morita support thus the earlier experimental estimate of Jarvis and Scheiman.

Regarding 5k droplets and regardless of c, their ∆Φ values differ noticeably from the

expected values extrapolated from the data of larger systems, see Figure 9(b). Accounting

also for the structural and ion clustering data discussed above, the properties of salty 0.2

and 0.6m droplets thus obey a linear regime of the droplet curvature down to a molecular

size included between 5k and 10k. That corresponds to a droplet radius of about 3 nm.

3.6 Water vapor density and the Kelvin term

The Kelvin term is one of the main components of the Köhler’s equation39 commonly used to

discuss the stability of SSAs in the atmosphere and the formation of cloud condensation nuclei

(see among others Ref. 16). The historical (standard) Kelvin term relates the equilibrium

vapor pressure pd to the radius Rd of a spherical liquid droplet according to

pd = p∞ exp

(

2γ∞

RTρ∞Rd

)

. (11)

Here, p∞ and γ∞ are the saturation pressure and the surface tension of the liquid (planar

interface)/gas phase equilibrium, respectively. ρ∞ is the density of the liquid phase, and R

is the ideal gas constant. Assuming the water vapor at ambient conditions to be an ideal

gas, we may rewrite the Kelvin term in a logarithmic form as

ln ρg
d = ln ρg

∞ +
2γ∞

RTρ∞

×
1

Rd

, (12)
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here, ρg
d and ρg

∞ are the water vapor densities corresponding to the droplet/vapor and liquid

water/vapor equilibrium, respectively. Simulations based on our force field predict γ∞ to

amount to 63.3, 64.3 and 64.4 ± 0.1 mN m−1 for neat water, 0.2m and 0.6m NaCl solutions

at ambient conditions, respectively (see Supporting Information). These values are about

10 % smaller than experiment, but they lie within the range of values reported from earlier

simulations based on different force fields.26 However, and at the difference of many of these

earlier simulations, our data predict weak positive increments of the surface tension from

neat water to salty solutions (at weak and moderate concentrations) in agreement with

experiment.92

Because of the sub-micron scale of our droplets, it is more reasonable to consider a

modified version of the standard Kelvin term based on the droplet surface tension γd that

obeys the Tolman relation93

γd = γ∞

(

Rd

Rd + 2δγ

)

. (13)

Here δγ is the Tolman length. Neglecting the weak curvature dependence of the water

density within the droplets core (see above), that yields the water vapor densities to obey

ln ρg
d = ln ρg

∞ +
2γ∞

RTρ∞

×
1

(Rd + 2δγ)
. (14)

As the cavities in which our droplets lie are large enough, we computed from our simu-

lations the water mean molecular densities ρg
d of the vapor phase surrounding the droplets

within a spherical shell extending from +1 to + 2 nm from the droplet surfaces. Water

radial distribution functions ρ(r) within those shells are plotted in Figure S14 of Supporting

Information as a function of the distance r from the surface for 10k to 1M salty droplets.

Those plots show converged ρg
d densities that decrease from about 1.0 down to about 0.5

10−3 molecule nm−3 as the droplet size increases. Those density values agree with the va-

por density corresponding to liquid water, about 0.8 10−3 molecule nm−3 from experimental
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data at ambient conditions. We computed the uncertainty of our mean vapor density from

a standard block analysis method (see Figures S12 and S13 of Supporting Information). For

droplets simulated at the 100 ns scale and above (5k to 100k), that uncertainty is about 8%,

whereas it amounts to about 16% for the 1M droplets that were simulated at the 30 ns scale.

Note also that we performed multiple simulations of 1k pure aqueous droplets at the 500 ns

scale: the water vapor densities computed along all these simulations agree within the error

bars computed from the standard block analysis method.

The plots of the quantities ln(ρg
d) as a function of the droplet curvature R−1

d reported in

Figure 10 show the water vapor densities ρg
d to obey (within the error bars) a Kelvin term

based on droplet surface tensions γd corresponding to a negative Tolman length at the 1 nm

scale, i.e. δγ = -0.85 ± 0.05 nm, regardless of the salt concentration. We also investigated

pure water droplets whose molecular size ranges from 1k to 20k according to our modeling

protocol. The simulations were performed at the 500 ns (1k-2k), 200 ns (5k-10k) and 100 ns

(20k) scale. In agreement with all the theoretical data reported to date,42–44 our simulations

suggest for pure water droplets a weak and a priori negative Tolman length δγ (at least

-0.1 nm, see Figure S11 of Supporting Information).

The vapor densities ρg
∞ corresponding to neat water and salty aqueous planar interfaces

that allow us to best reproduce our ρg
d data amount to about 0.52 (salty solutions) and 0.64

(neat water) 10−3 molecule nm−3. Our simulations predict thus large NaCl SSAs to be stable

in the atmosphere at a relative humidity of about 80 %, in agreement with experiment.14

Along our simulations of planar interfaces, we also computed the corresponding water va-

por densities ρg
∞. Their order of magnitude agrees with the above extrapolated estimates.

However these data suffer from large uncertainties (about 30-40% of the ρg
∞ values, see Fig-

ure S14 of Supporting Information). To our opinion that arises from the weak extension of

the surfaces (and from the overall large volume of the vapor phase) of the simulated planar

interfaces. Compared to them, the boundary surfaces of 5k to 1M droplets (and thus the

number of water molecules able to escape from the droplet surface) are from 16 up to 500
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times larger.

4 Conclusion

We have investigated at ambient temperature [Na+, Cl– ] salty aqueous droplets whose water

molecular sizes vary from 1k to 1M and whose salt concentrations are 0.2m (brackish water)

and 0.6m (sea water) using a polarizable ab initio-based force field and MD simulations

at the 500 (1k/2k), 200 (5k/10k), 100 (100k) and 30 (1M) ns scale. Because of their size

and composition, 100k and 1M salty droplets correspond to ideal sub-micron SSAs as being

produced by oceans.

Regarding large systems (from 5k to 1M), our simulations show [Na+, Cl– ] droplets to

be organized in three main domains: the interface domain (at the vicinity of the droplet

boundary and where Cl– dominate within the droplet interior sub-region), then the transi-

tion layer (where Na+ dominate at its upper boundary) and finally the bulk-like core domain

corresponding to a homogeneous salty solution. Interestingly, the spatial extension of these

domains does not depend on the droplet size and composition. By measuring the distances

from the droplet boundary, the interface domain extends from +0.5 to -0.6 nm (with a max-

imum of the Cl– over concentration relative to Na+ at -0.3 nm), the transition layer extends

from -0.6 down to -1.9 nm (with a maximum of the Na+ over concentration relative to Cl– at

-0.9 nm), and the bulk-like core domain starts at -1.9 nm. Compared to earlier simulations

the most striking discrepancies concern the composition of large [Na+, Cl– ] aggregates that

may be observed in aqueous environments: our droplet simulations show Cl– to dominate

in all the most probable aggregates larger than dimers whereas earlier bulk simulations also

based on a polarizable force field but adjusted from experimental data predict the contrary.

As the parameters of our force field are assigned only from quantum data that show the

isolated linear trimer [(Cl– )2, Na+] to be more stable than [(Na+)2, Cl– ], that clearly sug-

gests the need of accounting for quantum data regarding small molecular aggregates while
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building a force field to reproduce macroscopic experimental properties.

Contrary to ion spatial distributions, the magnitude of the properties A that we inves-

tigated (like surface potential, ion surface excess and ion droplet-core densities) for large

droplets are linearly correlated to the droplet curvature R−1 according to

A = A∞

(

1 −
2δA

R

)

+ O(
1

R2
). (15)

Here A∞ is the extrapolated bulk (planar interface) value of the quantity A and δA is a

length whose sign and magnitude measure the surface curvature effect on A. Regarding the

reliability of our simulations, we note all the extrapolated data A∞ estimates to be in line

with or included within most of the available experimental and theoretical data. Regarding

the magnitudes of the lengths δA they amount from a few tenths of nm up to at most a

few nm. Interestingly, our simulations show the surface tension of NaCl salty droplets to

obey the Tolman relation with a Tolman length negative and at the 1 nm scale, whereas our

simulations of 1k to 20k pure aqueous droplets yield a much weaker Tolman length (about -

0.1 nm) for neat water droplets in agreement with earlier studies based on different molecular

modeling approaches.42–44 Lastly the limit of validity of the above relation corresponds to

droplets whose size is included between 5k and 10k, i.e. droplets whose radius is about 3-4

nm.

Another important difference between pure aqueous and salty droplets is the stability of

small droplets whose molecular size is lower than 5k. Our simulations show salty systems

to present a source of instability arising from the lack of a homogenous ionic domain at

their center contrary to larger systems. To our opinion that explains the splitting of 1k and

2k 0.6m droplets in smaller subsystems at the early stages of multiple independent simula-

tions, whereas 1k/2k pure water droplets are stable along multiple 500 ns scale simulations

(i.e. they correspond to quasi-spherical liquid nanodrops whose radius is constant along the

simulations, on average).

The uncertainties regarding our data prevent us to further investigate the dependence of
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droplet properties to higher order curvature terms R−n (n > 1). In all our data regarding

10k to 1M salty droplets show their properties to be usually well reproduced using a standard

and simple linear relation of the droplet curvature. Regarding the surface tensions of our

salty droplets, they a priori obey the Tolman relation. However as the magnitude of the

Tolman length δγ is about 1 nm and because of the uncertainties regarding water vapor

densities, our surface tension data may also obey to more complex laws as those discussed

in Refs.[ 94,95].

Our 10k to 1M salty droplets corresponds to ideal sub-micron SSAs that might dominate

the aerosol distributions at marine boundary layers.17,18 Regarding atmospheric science, our

surface tension results support the validity of the Kelvin relation in its droplet form, see

Eq. (11), to model salty SSAs whose radius is as small as 3-4 nm. Together with the water

activity aw, the Kelvin term is the second component of the Köhler equation relating the

ambient relative humidity RH to the SSA radius Rd according to

RH = aw × exp

(

2γd

RTρlRd

)

. (16)

Assuming a standard relation for the water activity aw,16 the effect of a negative Tolman

length at the 1 nm scale yields to weaken the number of sub-micron NaCl SSAs that might

activate for RH values included between 1.003 and 1.01 (and thus evolve towards stratocu-

mulus and warm cumulus clouds as usually inferred16) by a few percents as compared to

the prediction of a standard Köhler equation based on infinite planar surface tension data

(see Figure S15 of Supporting Information). However marine sub-micron scale SSAs are

enriched by organic materials that may alter their properties as compared to the ideal salty

droplets that we studied here. We are presently simulating salty aqueous SSAs in presence

of fatty acids by means of new polarizable force fields96 to further assess the behavior of

more complex sub-micron SSAs.
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Supporting Information

All the plots mentioned as supplementary materials in the manuscript are provided as Sup-

porting Information. Details regarding the computations of surface tensions from planar

interface simulations, the short range many body functions to improve the modeling of ions

in aqueous environments as well as the computations of cumulative condensation nuclei from

the Kölher relation are also provided as Supporting Information. Lastly, the raw data com-

puted along our simulations of the ion and salt clusters (from dimers to pentamers) radial

distribution functions, as well as of the functions Cq(r) and Cp(r) to compute the surface

potentials are also provided as Supporting Information.
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Table 1: Main droplet properties. Npair: number of ion pairs in 0.2 and 0.6m systems. Rd

and ηd: mean droplet radius and thickness (in nm). ΓNa+/Cl−: ion surface excess in nm−2.

ρd and ρ
(Na+,Cl−)
d : mean water and ion densities within the droplet bulk-like core domain

(expressed in molecules(ions) nm−3).

Droplets c Npair Rd ηd ρd ΓNa+ ΓCl− ρNa+

d
ρCl−

d

5k 0.2m 15 3.2 0.195 33.75 -0.0691 -0.0629 0.0161 0.0167
0.6m 49 3.2 0.192 33.29 -0.2218 -0.2180 0.0542 0.0539

10k 0.2m 37 4.0 0.205 33.63 -0.0691 -0.0668 0.0185 0.0184
0.6m 102 4.0 0.205 33.29 -0.1204 -0.1276 0.0486 0.0491

20k 0.2m 53 5.0 0.215 33.63 -0.0526 -0.0502 0.0129 0.0122
0.6m 176 5.0 0.212 33.27 -0.1361 -0.1313 0.0436 0.0448

100k 0.2m 398 8.9 0.243 33.39 -0.0572 -0.0576 0.0152 0.0152
0.6m 1038 9.0 0.239 33.17 -0.1214 -0.1245 0.0380 0.0381

1M 0.2m 4000 19.2 0.254 33.33 -0.0561 -0.0566 0.0141 0.0143
0.6m 10000 19.2 0.253 33.12 -0.1136 -0.1137 0.0356 0.0357
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Table 2: Percentages of free ions in the three main droplet domains, in %. Their mean
uncertainty is ± 2 %.

Size bulk-like core transition layer interface

Na+ Cl– Na+ Cl– Na+ Cl–

0.2m
5k 80.6 77.8 83.0 76.8 74.2 86.5
10k 90.0 89.0 90.6 87.6 88.2 93.0
20k 92.8 91.7 92.8 90.9 91.0 95.4
100k 91.3 90.6 91.8 90.0 89.8 94.6
1M 91.3 90.8 92.0 90.6 90.7 94.7

0.6m
5k 60.1 46.0 65.2 47.6 63.9 53.0
10k 76.9 69.6 79.8 70.0 78.3 82.9
20k 79.9 75.1 81.4 72.9 79.9 84.4
100k 81.8 77.5 83.8 77.7 82.9 86.6
1M 82.6 79.2 84.1 79.4 82.5 88.2
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Table 3: Mean survival times tk
s of the most abundant salt clusters of size k = 2, 3 and 4.

All values in ps. Their mean uncertainty is ± 15 ps.

Cluster size 2 3 4

0.2m
5k 148 158 120
10k 140 215 104
20k 135 215 470
100k 130 197 330
1M 137 190 249

0.6m
5k 144 172 213
10k 133 175 291
20k 126 176 352
100k 130 187 326
1M 136 202 359
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Figure 1: Relaxed structure of the 1M droplet corresponding to a salt concentration of
0.6m (and comprising 10 000 [Na+, Cl– ] pairs). Water molecules are shown in red in a
transparency mode, whereas green and red spheres correspond to ions.
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Figure 2: [Na+, Cl– ] ion pair PMFs in neat liquid water at ambient conditions as computed
from our force fields (black line). Dashed grey line, the expected Coulombic PMF corre-
sponding to two point charges of opposite sign in bulk water at ambient conditions. Our
simulated PMF is shifted to meet the Coulombic PMF value at 0.8 nm.
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Figure 3: Ion (left axis) and water (right axis) normalized densities as a function of the
distance from the mean droplet radius Rd for 100k droplets. Negative distances correspond
to the droplet interior. Water, Na+ and Cl– densities are plotted in red, black and blue lines,
respectively. 0.2m data are plotted in lighter colors than 0.6m ones. Green lines: differences
∆ρi(r) in the Na+ and Cl– densities. The vertical grey arrows are located at the minimum,
zero and maximum values of the ∆ρi(r) functions and at the mean droplet radius. The
vertical black dashed lines delimit the four main domains from the droplet core to the gas
phase. The profiles for 5k and 1M droplets are fully in line with the present 100k ones (see
Supporting Material).
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Figure 4: Up: total ion surface excess values Γtot as a function of the salt concentration. Blue
and black: 0.2 and 0.6m data, respectively; dashed lines: the corresponding linear regression
fits. Down: converged bulk values for Γtot (blue symbols) compared to the experimental-
based estimates77 (black symbols, the dashed lines correspond to the linear regression fit of
the experimental values).
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Figure 5: Ion pair radial distribution functions gii(r) within the 100k droplet bulk-like core
domains. Black and grey lines: [Na+, Cl– ] pairs; blue and light blue lines: [Na+, Na+] pairs;
green and light green lines: [Cl– , Cl– ] pairs. 0.2m data (right axis) are shown in lighter
colors than 0.6m data (left axis).
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Figure 6: (a) Salt cluster distributions as a function of their size for 0.2m (left) and 0.6m
(right) droplets. Grey, violet, blue, green and orange: data for 1M, 100k, 20k, 10k and
5k droplets. (b) Percentages of free ions within the full droplets as a function of R−1

d . (c)
Percentages of free ions within the droplet interface domains as a function of R−1

d . For (b)
and (c), full and empty symbols: Na+ and Cl– data; black and blue symbols: 0.2m and 0.6m
droplet data (here we consider the data of only 10k to 1M droplets). Dashed lines: linear
regression fits (the regression coefficients are all > 0.95). (d) Mean number of Na+ in salt
clusters as a function of their ionic size in 0.6m droplets. Black, blue and green: 10k, 100k
and 1M data.
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Figure 7: Examples of 7 and 10-sized salt clusters identified along our MD simulation of the
0.6m 1M droplet. Na+ and Cl– are shown in dark and light blue, respectively. Dashed lines
connect ions interacting at short range, from 0.254 and 0.282 nm.
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Figure 8: Normalized radial distribution functions of the salt pairs (black and grey lines,
left axis) and trimers (blue and light blue lines, right axis) for 100k droplets (light colors
correspond to c = 0.2m). In light orange and violet lines: the radial distribution of Na+ for
the 0.6m 100k droplet for comparison purposes. Note the zero of the left and right axes are
shifted for readability purposes.
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Figure 9: (a) Surface potentials Φ(r) as a function of the distance r from the droplet boundary
for 100k systems. Black and blue: 0.6 and 0.2m data, respectively. Full and dashed lines:
full surface potentials and their induced dipole components. (b) Surface potential ∆Φ as
a function of the droplet curvature R−1

d (in nm−1). Black and blue: 0.6 and 0.2m data.
Dashed lines: linear regression fits from data corresponding to droplets larger than 5k (in
orange our former result for neat water51).
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Figure 10: Water vapor density (ln scale) as a function of the droplet curvature R−1
d . Green

and blue diamonds: 0.2 and 0.6m data. Bold dashed line: best interpolation of the raw data
according to relation (11) and using a Tolman length δγ set to -0.85 nm. Thin dashed lines:
best interpolations of the data accounting for the uncertainties (upper line, δγ = -0.9 nm,
lower line: δγ = -0.8 nm). Red and orange bold lines: standard Kelvin terms (δγ = 0) to
reproduce 5k (red), 20k (upper orange) and 100k (lower orange) data.
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Short range many body functions to improve the

force field reliability regarding large ion/water clus-

ters : their effect on NaCL PMF in neat water

To improve the accuracy of our force fields to model

• the large hydrated halide anion clusters (comprising more than 6 water molecules)

that can be observed in aqueous environments (up to 12 water molecules can

accommodate in the first hydration shell of halides and carboxylate anions);

• alkali/water clusters presenting a partial or complete second hydration shell,

we built up specific short range many-body functions (denoted as Usc), whose an-

alytical form is close to the U coop one to model hydrogen bonds. These functions

Usc improve the modeling of water/water interactions only at the close vicinity of

anionic and cationic centers. For the present purpose, we used the Usc functions

(and their parameters) allowing one to model the hydration of Na+ and Cl– from

our earlier studies1,2. The Usc(Cl– ) and Usc(Na+) functions destabilize and stabilize

the ion/water interactions in large hydrated ionic clusters, respectively.

We plot in Figure S1 the [Na+,Cl−] PMF in liquid water computed from our

polarizable force-field approach, as well as the PMFs computed by omitting both the

correction potentials Usc(Cl– ) and Usc(Na+) and only a single one. The latter four

PMFs are denoted PMFfull, PMFnosc, PMFnosc(Na+) and PMFnosc(Cl−), respectively.

All our PMFs agree with the standard locations of the CIP, TS and SSIP states.

Not accounting for both the correction potentials Usc(Cl– ) and Usc(Na+) yields a

PMF that differs noticeably from those computed by accounting for these potentials

as well as from the CPMD and Drude-based ones discussed in the main manuscript.

In that case the energy depth corresponding to CIP is -2 kcal mol−1, for instance.

Neglecting only the correction potential Usc(Na+) yields to largely over stabilize the

first minium CIP (its energy depth is as low as -3.2 kcal mol−1) whereas neglecting

2



only Usc(Cl– ) yields a PMF profile that agrees the Drude-based one. These results

are in line with the expected effects of our correction potentials: Usc(Cl– ) is built to

destabilize the interactions among the water molecules in the chloride first hydration

shell (that yields to favor ion pairing), whereas Usc(Na+) aims at reinforcing the

interaction among water molecules of the Na+ first and second hydration shell (and

that disfavors ion pairing).

Figure S1: [Na+,Cl−] ion pair PMFs in neat liquid water at ambient conditions
as computed from our force fields. Black (PMFfull) and green lines (PMFnosc):
PMFs computed by accounting for the both the correction potentials Usc(Cl– ) and
Usc(Na+) and for none of them, respectively. Blue (PMFnosc(Na+)) and red lines
(PMFnosc(Cl−)): PMF computed by accounting only for Usc(Na+) and for Usc(Cl– ),
respectively. In dashed grey lines, the expected Coulombic PMF corresponding to
two point charges of opposite sign in bulk water at ambient conditions. All the
simulated PMFs are shifted to meet the Coulombic PMF value at 0.8 nm.
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Computing the surface tension of planar interfaces

To simulate planar liquid/gas phase interface regarding neat water and 0.2 and 0.6m

NaCl aqueous solutions, we first generated a 10 ns NPT MD runs of a box comprising

about 2000 water molecules and whose dimensions are (Lx = L, Ly = L, Lz = 2L),

using periodic boundary conditions at ambient conditions according to the protocol

detailed in the main manuscript. The average dimensions L̄ corresponding to the

last 5 ns segment of the trajectories are computed and new 10 ns NVT simulations

are performed from the final snapshots of the NPT trajectories and the new cell

dimension sets (L̄, L̄, 2L̄). Finally, the final snapshots of the NVT simulations are

taken as the starting structures of new 60 ns NVT simulations for which the cell

dimensions are (L̄, L̄, 6L̄). The simulated systems present thus two liquid/vapor

interfaces.

Along the 60 ns NVT simulations and once an initial relaxation phase of 10 ns

is achieved, we computed the surface tensions γ(T) of liquid water and of 0.2 and

0.6m NaCl aqueous solutions at a temperature T = 300 K by means of the test-area

simulation method3

γ(T) =

(

∆A

∆S

)

N,V,T

, (1)

here, ∆A is the change in the free energy for an infinitesimal change in the interfacial

area S. The γ(T)’s are computed according to a Free Energy Perturbation scheme

(the sampling interval is 50 fs), with the two perturbed states corresponding to the

altered surface area S± = LxLy(1± δs). x and y are the two dimensions orthogonal

to the z-axis (the perturbation is equally applied to both). We set δs to 5.10−3 as

recommend in Ref.4. The temporal evolutions of the surface tensions for our planar

interfaces are plotted in Figure S2.
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Figure S2: Temporal evolutions of the surface tensions of planar interfaces. Black :
0.6m NaCl solution; blue : 0.2m NaCl solution; orange : neat water.
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Figure S3: (a) [Na+, Cl– ] ion pair interaction energy (in kcal mol−1, plot on the left)
and total dipole moment (in Debye, plot on the right) in gas phase as a function of
the inter ionic distance from ab initio MP2/CBS computations (full black symbols)
and from our force field (empty blue symbols). Dashed grey lines and symbols:
differences between force field and ab initio data (right axes). (b) Interaction energies
(in kcal mol−1) of the ionic trimers [(Na+)2, Cl– ] (left) and [Na+, (Cl– )2] (right). In
these trimers, the single ion is set in between the two ions of opposite charge. Full
and empty symbols: quantum and force-field data, respectively. Blue symbols (left
axis): trimer interaction energies corresponding to symmetric dissociation of the two
charge-like ions. Black symbols (left axis): trimer interaction energies corresponding
to the dissociation energy of one of the two charge-like ions. Grey lines and symbols
(right axes): force field/quantum differences in the trimer energies.
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Figure S4: Total energy drifts along 1 ns scale MD simulations in the NVT ensemble
at ambient conditions of a cubic box comprising 10 NaCl pairs and about 1000 water
molecules. That box is simulated using Particle Mesh Ewald summation techniques,
periodic conditions and the polarizable force fields according to the MD protocol
detailed in the main manuscript. Here we used five different sets of (X×Y) time
steps (in fs) to update the short and long range forces as solving the equations of
motion using the r-RESPAp multiple time step scheme, from (1×1 fs) up to (2×6 fs).
The temporal evolutions of the energy drift are here all linear on average, the largest
slope is about 7 10−3 kcal mol−1 ps−1 in absolute values.
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Figure S5: Normalized distributions of ions as a function of their distance from the
droplet boundary. From up to down 5k, 10k, 20k, 100k and 1M droplets. Black
: Na+ distributions, blue : Cl− distributions. Light colors correspond to 0.2m
droplets.
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Figure S6: Ion densities as a function of the ion distance from the equi molar radius
Rd for the 2k 0.2m droplet. Na+ and Cl– densities are plotted in black and blue
lines, respectively. Green line: difference ∆ρi(r) in the Na+ and Cl– densities. The
vertical grey arrows are located at the minimum, zero and maximum values of the
∆ρi(r) function and at the mean droplet radius Rd.
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Figure S7: Ion water radial distribution functions (left axes) and their integrals (right
axes) as a function of the ion/oxygen distance for the 0.2m (blue) and 0.6m (black)
10k droplets. Up and down : Na+ and Cl− functions, respectively. The uncertainty
regarding the position of the second minimum of the distribution functions is about
0.1 Å. That yields an uncertainty regarding the number of water molecules in the
ion first coordination sphere that amounts to 0.2 (Na+ ) and 0.5 (Cl− ).
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Figure S8: Mean densities ρNa+

d within the droplet bulk-like core domains as a
function of the inverse of the droplet radius Rd. Empty and full symbols: 0.2 and
0.6m data, respectively. In dashed line the linear R−1

d functions that best reproduce
the densities (the regression coefficients are > 0.98).
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Figure S9: Total ion surface excess values Γtot as a function of the droplet curvature
R−1

e . Blue and black: 0.2 and 0.6m data, respectively; dashed lines: linear regression
fits of data corresponding to 10k-1M droplets.
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Figure S10: Cluster temporal correlation functions Ck(t). Black, blue, green and
orange : data for 2, 3, 4 and 5-sized ion clusters. Up and down : 0.2 and 0.6m data.
The linear regression to compute the time τ ∗ discussed in the main manuscript are
performed on the initial segment of the functions.
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Figure S11: Water vapor density (ln scale) as a function of the droplet curvature
R−1

d for pure aqueous droplets whose molecular size ranges from 1k to 20k. Bold
dashed line : interpolation of the raw density data according to the Kelvin relation,
using a Tolman length value δγ = -0.1 nm and a planar interface extrapolated value
ρg
∞

set to 0.64 10−3 molecule nm−3. Oranges bold lines : best standard Kelvin terms
(δγ = 0) allowing to reproduce the densities to which we add/subtract the density
uncertainties. Red bold lines : best interpolation of salty droplet data corresponding
to a Tolman length of -0.85 nm, see main manuscript.
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Figure S12: Standard block analysis of the water vapor densities. The density
standard deviation values are plotted as a function of the block size b of contiguous
temporal data. From up to down : 5k to 1M droplets. Full back and blue lines :
0.2 and 0.6m data. Dashed lines : functions α + β/bγ whose parameters α, β and
γ are adjusted to best reproduce the raw uncertainty data. The upper values of the
adjusted parameters α for each kind of 0.2/0.6m droplets are the uncertainties of
the mean water vapor density values discussed in the main manuscript, regardless
of the salt concentration.
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Figure S13: Up : temporal evolutions of the water vapor density for the 0.2m (thin
lines) and 0.6m (bold lines) 5k (black), 10k (violet), 20k (blue) and 100k (green)
salty droplets. Down : temporal evolutions of the water vapor density for 1k (red
bold and thin lines, each line corresponds to an independent 500 ns simulation), 5k
(orange), 10k (black) and 20k (blue) pure aqueous droplets.
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Figure S14: Up : raw mean water vapor density as a function of the distance from the
liquid/gas phase planar interface for the 0.2m NaCl aqueous solution as computed
along a 100 ns simulation. The vapor density profile for the 0.6m NaCl solution is
similar. Down : raw mean water vapor density as a function of the distance from the
spherical interfaces of 0.2m (thin lines) and 0.6m (bold lines) NaCl aqueous droplets
whose molecular sizes are 10k (orange), 100k (blue) and 1M (black) as computed
along our simulations. The densities are averaged on rectangular or spherical shells
whose width is set to 0.01 nm.
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Tolman length and cumulative number of cloud con-

densation nuclei

The SSA supersaturation s (in percent) is defined from the Köhler relation according

to

s = 100×

[

1−
Vwet − Vdry

Vwet + (1− κ)Vdry

× exp

(

2γ∞
RTρ∞(Rd + 2δγ)

)]

. (2)

Vwet − Vdry measures the difference in the volumes of a SSA in equilibrium with

a water vapor phase (the SSA radius is then Rd) and in its dry state. κ is the

SSA hygroscopicity parameter. We set κ to its standard value for NaCl aqueous

droplets (κ = 0.67). For our purpose we set here γ∞ to the mean value computed

for the planar interfaces corresponding to 0.2 and 0.6m NaCl aqueous solutions and

we set the water liquid density ρ∞ to its value for neat water at ambient conditions

(33.3 molecule nm−3). In Figure S15 we plot the cumulative numbers of cloud

condensation nuclei as a function of the critical supersaturation value scrit (i.e. the

largest value of s for a SSA corresponding to a dry volume Vdry ) for a Tolman length

set to 0 and of -1 nm. See ref.5 for details about that kind of plots. For that figure

we consider a size (diameter) distribution of SSAs (in their dry state) corresponding

to a normalized gaussian centered at 20 nm and which vanishes at 100 nm.
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Figure S15: Up : cumulative numbers of CCN for a normalized gaussian distribution
of sub-micron NaCl aqueous SSAs as a function of the SSA scrit value for a Tolman
length of 0 (red) and of -1 nm (blue). Down : details of the above plots.
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